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About This Game

EMBRACE THE CHAOS!

Superfighters Deluxe is a chaotic 2D brawler-shooter-platformer in which various gameplay systems interlock to create absurd
action movie chaos. It contains several game modes that can be played in singleplayer, online, or local multiplayer.

MIND YOUR SURROUNDINGS!

The levels are semi-randomized and contain many objects that can be moved, destroyed, used as cover, set on fire, wielded,
thrown, and/or dropped on enemies. Learning to adapt, improvise and use the environment to your advantage is key to survival.

ARM UP!

Find a weapon, or knock one from your enemy's hands. The game's arsenal includes bottles, chairs, knives, swords, chains,
handguns, rifles, bazookas, flamethrowers, flare guns, chainsaws and much more!

SHARE THE FUN!

Game modes include Versus (1-8 players, free team setup), Survival (1-4 players against endless waves of enemies) and
Campaign (1-4 players move through the game's story).

All game modes can be enjoyed in offline singleplayer, online multiplayer, or shared-screen local multiplayer with up to 4
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players.

RESIST!

The game takes place in a pulpy dystopian alternate history retro sci-fi world. The game's plot and backstory is sprinkled
throughout the game, and will be further explored in future campaigns. For now, enjoy the first two chapters: Prime Time in

Sunny City and Operation Sunrise!

CUSTOMIZE YOUR FIGHTER!

Choose your skin and gender, and mix and match various clothes, accessories and colors to set your fighter apart. Complete
special Challenges to unlock additional customization items.

CREATE!

A powerful, built-in Map Editor lets users create their own levels, using all the same tools and assets that were used to create
the official maps. Those who know C# can use the Script API to create game-altering extension scripts, and even whole

campaigns! Maps and scripts can be uploaded directly to the Steam Workshop.
There is also a utility for creating custom language packs for the game's UI.
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Title: Superfighters Deluxe
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
MythoLogic Interactive
Publisher:
MythoLogic Interactive
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista Service Pack 2

Processor: Intel Dual Core 2.2+ GHz (or equivalent), 4 cores if you plan to host an online game

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB graphics card supporting DirectX 9.0c Shader Model 2.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Internet connection required to play online.

English
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Think worms with fist fighting but moving in real time instead of being a turned based action game.. Great Game!
Difficult at first, but once your'e used to it, you embrace it's unique game design.
And I assure you, you will chuckle at least once :). My favorite game in the entire world. It brought me to PC gaming. This
games clunky physics and funny nature will give you many laughs and is the most fun you can find in a multiplayer game..
quot;A good fight is its own reward." - Old superfighter saying.. 3.5\/10

I originally purchased this to play through the co-op campaigns with a friend of mine. We both went through the tutorial and
were immediately overwhelmed with the number of options presented to us. Although the game has a relatively simplistic 2D
appearance, it features dives, rolls, blocks, grabs (and follow-up moves), catching and throwing weapons, and a cover system.
These, along with the game's precision aiming system, seemed to me to encourage a tactical and deliberate playstyle.

So, we were surprised when we started the campaign and found it to be absolute pandemonium. Two bots played alongside us
and seemed to always be in the way, and enemies came at us hot and heavy. Almost everything from the crammed tutorial
immediately flew out of our minds as we mostly struggled with the game's gun aiming system amidst the chaos. We quickly
decided that we'd had enough.

I went back and tried again to play the campaign in single player, but found the experience to be the same. Although I scoured
the menus, I couldn't find a way to remove the bots from the campaign. I thought that removing them might create some space
for me to dive into the complex moveset provided to the player.

Either way, Superfighters Deluxe seems to be a game at odds with itself. It provides players with a complex moveset, but then
denies them the space and time to utilize it. Improving the campaign, in my view, would involve having fewer enemies on screen
at a time, being able to turn off the bots, and slowing down the overall game speed. In addition, it could be useful to introduce
gameplay mechanics at a pace of perhaps 1-2 per level instead of having them all crammed in the tutorial.

It's possible that this gameplay system works better in the versus mode, but this wasn't something I was interested in.. I haven't
written a review in ages but this game definitely deserves it. I've been playing on and off for the past few years, starting initially
when this incarnation of the game was in pre-alpha. To see how far it's come gives me true pride for the devs. The full release is
yet to differentiate itself and evolve further from the original freeware version, but as it stands that version was already worth
the full price. This is an excellent multiplayer game filled with charm, personality, music, and aesthetics. Not to mention
excellent balance across the board. I highly recommend you buy this asap.. I have been enjoying this game for years and I never
get tired of it. Really glad it's finally out on Steam and the addition of bots works perfectly. It would be great if we could
customize the gamemode though (for example: revolver only or 10% health...). All good, but the game died since it costs
money. When it was free, I saw many servers and players online, now I see just a few.. Quite literally an action movie the video
game.
in what game can you deflect a bullet with a katana, get hit by a rocket and then steer it back into them. Superfighters
It is the greatest when played with a few friends, grab like 3 of them, tell em how to play and go nuts.. I've been following this
game series from way back to my early childhood. Superfighters has been a part of me for over 5 years and I'm proud to have
had it in my life. It was there for me when I was having bad days and there for my when I was having good. All in all the game
helpt me cope with a lot of troubles during particular periods in my life.
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It brings me such joy to my heart to know that the game has finally made its way to Steam with a pricetag of $12.99 (as of right
now it's 10% off). There are tons of improvements, those which are of quality of life and major bug fixes which really urked
me. The game overrall is in a good place and with the addition of the Steam Workshop, it gets better.

Now, I bet you're wondering why this review has a downvote. Well... really..

I wish I could recommend this game, but God knows I can't. I can't believe that I paid $12.99 for a game that I can't really enjoy
to the fullest. There's only so little bots can offer me MythoLogic and challenges and clothes. I can't even create a room without
messing with my internet service provider's router, etc. Portforwarding, which the average player doesn't really know or
understand what is shoudln't be around in a game like SFD. And even if you have tried Googling the steps or watching some
video on YouTube about the topic, there's a chance that it won't even work. I experienced this in in the non-Steam release and I
honestly can't believe it's in the now-Steam release.

MythoLogic is backwards as ever for even letting this issue persist into the new release of the game. Lack of server variety; my
ping sucks and no matter what, my inputs are delayed. I in all honesty, can't recommend this game to anyone, not even my
friends because of how poor the networking is to play online. What is this ML, the 90s? Why is port-forwarding still even a
thing for SFD?

I can't recommend this game to anyone who's looking to have a good and casual time with friends with included laughs and
goofs if they can't play together in the first place. MythoLogic please make dedicated servers. Thank you.
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fire a bazooka into an enemy and watch it go loop de loops before going back to you, your last sight being you being murdered
along with your enemy with your own bazooka's rocket, both of you getting turned into a red paste.

yes. Local coop with no controller support... It's got everything else but they just decided to leave out controller support... Its
good but you'll need to reprogram 2 controllers to get it to work. You dont make a classic game homage and leave out controller
support, that's just stupid. There's at least one major dumbass who developed the thing. Other than that its great, but because of
that I probably wont play it.. Superfighters Deluxe feels like a 2000s era PC game (Which I believe it is according to the many
nostalgic reviews), especially in the control scheme, a byzantine mess that feels like the polar opposite of Duck Game's
simplicity and speed. For a game that's a blend of Duck Game and Outfoxies, only with more weight and smaller life bars, it's
strangely nostalgic to see a game where the control scheme is simply not fast and smooth enough to keep up with the game. You
can certainly learn it, but it will call on your 2000s era keyboard skills and a lot of practice.

Enough griping about that though. The game is perfectly fine aside, a strong tutorial, a strong campaign, decent vs bot play for
the multi aspects, and it's exactly what it looks like. An action platforming game based around grabbing melee weapons, limited
ammo guns, dive rolling through things, throwing empty guns, and scrambling to kill your opponents in any way possible. There
is an enormous variety of maps with an incredible amount of interactivity. Two guys slugging it out on a scaffold can knock one
down, through the scaffold floor one by one, sending the whole thing and both of them toppling to the ground. Nearly every
level has something suspended mid air which you can fight on or send crashing to the ground, but all this chaos is at odds with
how little time it takes to kill someone, and the main gametype is elimination. This game is over faster than the levels deserve.

Still, it's great fun.. The game is amazing, the new weapons are really nice. The steam release was definetly worth waiting for.
The campaign is amazing got a few good loughs out of it. It manages to be funny yet still serious at the same time. Multiplayer is
alos great, though a dedicated server should be made to makep ort forwarding irrelevant. All in all hope the game does well and
sells.. Played over 30h in alpha/beta so i know this is good game. dead game btw. For people who dont know this game has been
out for a while. To give reference I heard about this game in sixth grade, Im a freshemn in college. And im happy to say it has
had a fan base, The gameplay and community are fun! its hard to have a bad time in this game, its pretty streamline. And the
fighting mecanics are fun to master, and yes I say master cause it takes timing and planning your next move to defeat your
aponant just as much as any fighting game. And thats why to me this game is hella underated. Foreal do...................get this
game!. Note: Ignore the hours played I have been playing this game since pre-alpha 2-3 years ago on and off with friends.
Note 2: In all the time I have played this game I have only played with friends in voice chat. Some of the pubs I played in in the
alpha took things a little too seriously to be enjoyed as much as with friends.

Superfighters is my favorite multiplayer game to play with friends ever. Period. There is the perfect mix of random and skill
based elements to make this game feel satisfying and also hilarious at the same time. Also jumping in as a new player playing
with more experienced ones doesnt feel as bad considering you will be laughing all the time at the ubsurdity and the crazy cool
stuff that will be happening around you. The extra modes that arent the base multiplayer like the survival, campaign, and
challenge modes so far seem like great additions that will extend the games longevity and value as a singleplayer experience.
Buy this game buy it now.

Superfighters Deluxe 1.2.0b is out!:
* Bows now spawn from primary weapon crates rather than handgun weapon crates.
* Fixed a bug where ammo stashes were emptying the bow's ammo instead of refilling it.
* Fixed a bug introduced with bouncing bullets that caused melee weapons to no longer deflect incoming projectiles as intended.
* Fixed a bug where your melee attacks didn't work as intended after attacking with the chainsaw and and sheathing it in mid-
air.. Superfighters Deluxe 1.2.0c is out!:
* Ignition value on Incendiary ammo has been reduced for fast-shooting weapons; it now takes a few shots before reaching max
fire level. Slower weapons like Magnum and Sniper rifle still ignite to maximum fire level directly.
* Slightly reduced Incendiary ammo spawn rate and slightly increased Bouncing ammo spawn rate.
* Bouncing projectiles now go 25% slower after the first bounce.
* Adjusted the amount of extra ammo you get for certain weapons when grabbing Bouncing ammo or Incendiary ammo.
* Shurikens now go through portals like any other thrown item.
* Shuriken is now thrown more horizontally so it's easier to hit an enemy standing in front of you.
* Fixed a bug where dodged projectiles couldn't hit you after getting deflected or bouncing around.
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* Bow arrows no longer destroy grenades or mines.
* Fixed a bug where thrown items wouldn't always properly hit players in specific circumstances.
* Fixed faulty key code in gameplay tip #37.. Superfighters Deluxe 1.2.0d is out!:
* You now climb up and slide down ladders faster while speed boost is active.
* The chainsaw will no longer drain any fuel if the player holding the chainsaw is dead.
* Map editor: Selecting tiles with a drag-area-selection is now accurate when it comes to rotated tiles.
* Fixed a bug where special ammo count was displayed in the GUI when it shouldn't have been.
* Fixed a bug where you could get stuck in the item throwing animation if the throw was performed directly after landing from
any melee air attack.
* Added a new config.ini option GAMEPAD_INPUT_DISABLED to be able to completely disable gamepad input for those
instances where you don't need the gamepad input but it's causing trouble on unhealthy systems.
* Fixed some rare crashes.. Superfighters Deluxe 1.2.0e is out!:
* Fixed a bug where you would get stuck in reloading if you used a speed boost or a strength boost during the reload animation.
* Fixed a few missing sounds for the Machine Pistol.
* Fixed a bug where the map vote wouldn't be displayed for a second player joining a versus game if there was only one other
player waiting around in the server.
* Fixed a bug where chat messages from scripts wouldn't always be displayed in the server software chat log as intended.
* ScriptAPI: Added IGame.TimeLimit - Gets the total time limit set in the game in seconds. Returns 0 if TimeLimitActive is
false.
* ScriptAPI: When you are assigned a new Player (e.g. when respawned via a script) you will now flash for a brief moment, like
during the start of games.
* ScriptAPI: Fixed a bug where AutoVictoryConditionEnabled (when toggled back to true from false via a script) did not
always work as intended when there was only one player remaining.
* Map Editor: Fixed a bug where certain cheat commands (such as /SetTime) when used in the map editor wouldn't reset
properly when entering the main menu, causing the background gameplay preview to be affected.. NOT an April Fool!:
Attention superfighters! The price of Superfighters Deluxe has been PERMANENTLY LOWERED to $9.99 or your regional
equivalent. On top of that, there is a 25% SALE which lasts until 8 April!

Also, check out the brand new 1.2.0 patch, which includes new weapons, powerups and challenges!
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